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EpilaDerm is a holistic system that in combination with professional depilation will result in long
term hair growth reduction. 

Many of the typical disadvantages of usual hair removal methods are solved by EpilaDerm, such
as high pain during waxing, ingrown hairs, impure and dry or rapidly occuring stubbly skin. 

No need to use a Laser or IPL when you can use EpilaDerm for long term hair growth reduction! 

The EpilaDerm enzyme hair 
reduction system will improve
ANY method of depilation!

Long-term hair removal/hair growth reduction over time. 
The results are individual and can vary from person to person.
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With EpilaDerm WOMEN and MEN now have
the advantage of smooth and hair free skin
with longer lasting results WITHOUT skin 
irritations!

The results are individual and can vary from person to person. 

enzyme hair reduction
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EpilaDerm Enzyme Care is a professional product applied immediately after 
epilation by your skin care professional. 

EpilaDerm Enzyme Care 
for long-term hair growth
reduction 

❋ Suitable for all body areas – including
the intimate areas 

❋ Effective on all skin and hair types

❋ For long lasting hair reduction

❋ Suitable in summer and winter 

❋ Longer intervals between treatments 
over time 
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Function and benefits
1. EpilaDerm Enzyme Care reduces hair growth enzymatically (protein-splitting) so that the hairs

will become thinner, lighter, softer and less in volume over time.

2. Epiladerm Enzyme Care is used for optimal post-epilative skin care: It soothes, cools and 
moisturizes the skin.

3. EpilaDerm Enzyme Care has an anti-inflammatory effect in order to soothe redness and 
prevent against skin irritations.
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EpilaDerm BodyCare
Proper skin care between hair removal sessions is very important for the long-term
hair growth reduction and health of the skin. It also provides increasingly less painful
and more effective hair removal.  
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EpilaDerm BodyCare 
Enzyme-Peeling
EpilaDerm Enzyme-Peeling is gentle to use because neither friction
nor grinding takes place at the skin surface (no micro-injuries). The
gentle EpilaDerm Enzyme-Peeling not only leads to smooth and vel-
vety skin, but also keeps the aperture of the hair follicles free of dead
skin cells and can thus reduce the occurrence of ingrown hairs.

Application: The EpilaDerm BodyCare Enzyme-Peeling gel should be
massaged into wet skin for 5 – 10 minutes depending on intensity de-
sired. Remove thoroughly with water.

EpilaDerm BodyCare Inhibitor 
In order to ensure hair growth reduction with EpilaDerm Enzyme Care
and inhibit hair regrowth the depilated skin specifically should be
maintained with the BodyCare Inhibitor at home – especially during
the first week after hair removal.

Application: Apply once or twice daily during the first week after hair
removal  on the hair free skin. Suitable for all skin types.



	


